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What do all these images  
have in common? 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
What do all these images have in common?We can see that they are images of collection items, but it isn’t obvious what else they all have in common.
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Digital object for Or 8816 

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=or_8816_fs001r
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Digital object for Or 12647 

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=or_12467_fs001r
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Digital object for Add MS 38132 

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=add_ms_38132_fs001r
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Digital object for Add MS 48002 

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=add_ms_48002_fs001r
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Digital object for Add MS 15736 

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=add_ms_15736_fs001r
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Digital object Add MS 11829 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
All these images have been screen grabbed from a web based digital object platform.If I pause on this screengrab, we can see this image has been given an image label of f.i-r, which probably isn’t meaningful to most viewers, but those in the know understand this to mean flysheet 1 recto.We can see that this image is definitely not a flysheet but in fact a Torah Mantle.

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=add_ms_11829_fs001r
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      They are all FAKE FLYSHEETS 
 
• Limited set of visible image labels 
• Inflexible order sequence of images 
• Tied to an old digital object platform 
• Labels derived from image file names 
• Many images incorrectly labelled as a flysheet 

 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So what all these images have in common is that they have been given a flysheet image label on an old digital object platform, Digitised Manuscripts.This platform was created for one particular project, and has standardised image labels, that appear in a certain order, that met the requirements of that project.The image labels are derived from the image filename.When the platform launched it was very successful, and curators from around the Library wanted to make their manuscript images available in the viewer even if their images did not meet the image label standard.If they had an image that was other than a binding shot, a folio or a flysheet; the only way to publish it was to call it a flysheet.
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     New IIIF Universal Viewer 
 
• Digital objects migrated to new viewer 
• Standardised vocabulary for image labels 
• Flexibility in order sequence of images 
• Ability to apply appropriate labels to ‘fake flysheet’ 

images 
 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We now have a new viewer at the Library, the Universal Viewer, which has a more flexible standard vocabulary for image labels and for ordering the display of images.Meaning when we migrate the digital objects from Digitised Manuscripts to the Universal Viewer we can give a more correct image label to any ‘fake flysheet’.
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Digital object for IA.26918 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I have screen grabbed content from our Universal Viewer.These show images that on our Digitised Manuscripts platform would have had an incorrect flysheet image label.As you can see, we can give such images a more appropriate image label and order them as we wish.

http://access.bl.uk/item/viewer/ark:/81055/vdc_100106149937.0x000001
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Digital object for Ashley MS 5023 

http://access.bl.uk/item/viewer/ark:/81055/vdc_100110232155.0x000001
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Digital object for Ashley MS 5023 

http://access.bl.uk/item/viewer/ark:/81055/vdc_100110232155.0x000001
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Digital object for MSS Avestan 17 

http://access.bl.uk/item/viewer/ark:/81055/vdc_100113993998.0x000001
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We have a mountain of digitised content: 
• Tens of thousands of images 
• About 1 petabyte (1,000 terabytes) 
 
How do we identify which images are ‘fake 
flysheets’?  

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Not only are we migrating digital objects from the Digitised Manuscripts platform to the Universal Viewer; we will be publishing all our collection items’ digital content to our new platform from the last 20 years.This is a mountain of content including printed material as well as manuscripts.We know that we have images with a flysheet filename; many of these images will be of flysheets but a proportion will be images describing other aspects of collection items.How can we identify these ‘fake flysheet’ images, to give us the opportunity to give them a more appropriate label on Universal Viewer?
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Using computer vision to detect fake flysheets 
 

• Created training data by putting images into 
folders (integrating into existing workflows) 

• Trained ‘boring’ CV models (ResNets) 
• DVC and other tools used to make pipeline 

(semi) reproducible when new training data 
is available  
 
 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We create a workflow for creating a computer vision model which can be used to make predictions about whether an image is a ‘fake’ flysheet or not.We created a process for creating this model which tries to be pragmatic and fit into existing workflows rather than adding lots of new work. The process covers the following steps:Create training data by putting images into folders on a shared driveThis data is processed and used to train a simple computer vision model We create a pipeline that can be easily re-run when new data is added. 
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flyswot 

 
• Command Line Application used to 

‘deploy’ our models 
• Searches for images with a flysheet 

filename 
• Predicts whether they are an actual 

flysheet or ‘other’ via a CSV report 
 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Once we have a trained model we created a Command Line Application as the method of using/interacting with the model. This was chosen since CLIs are used in other workflows and they can be more flexible and easily changed then GUI tools The command line tool is given a directory and recursively finds images with “FS” in the filename indicating it has bene labeled a flysheet The model makes predictions and puts these into a csv. 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
A screenshot of the tools output is shown in this slide
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Incorporating flyswot into the workflow 

• Silver bullet! 
• Unfortunately we have a large 

and varied collection 
• flysheet vs other 
• Interpret results using Power BI 
• Allows us to assess the state of 

the image set and the amount of 
resource required 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I’m going to speak a little about how we made this program fit into our general digitisation workflow.At first we hoped it could be a magical tool that would instantly label any image and this would save us a lot of manual time and effort visually inspecting images.But of course our collection is very large and varied, and full of subtle distinctions across collection areas, and so we quite quickly realised that this automatic labelling wasn’t going to be possible.And more than that, one collection area’s labels might differ from another area’s label for what are very similar items, so the manual intervention or verification was always going to be needed in some form or another.What we primarily wanted was a tool that would point us in the right direction, telling us where we needed to make a manual intervention.In other words, is this a “real flysheet” or “something else”, as Daniel mentioned already.Also, from a practical usage point of view, leaning on software we already use in the workflow, we built some Power BI reports to look directly at the CSV results – which make it much easier to understand and consume the results.One of the instant headline results we get is the total number of items that will need looking at more closely.How many items contain obvious fake flysheets or images where the model is not very sure it’s a flysheet, so will need checking.This is useful because it helps us to understand how much work will be needed to label this batch of images, so we can make decisions around resource allocation.
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Interpreting the results 

• Allows us to focus on the items with fake flysheets 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The Power BI reports allow us to immediately focus on the specific items with fake flysheets, showing us a list of the items and their individual TIFFs which need relabelling.
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Continuous improvement 

• Highlights any unexpected predictions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Refine the thresholds, give it examples to learn from 

and improve accuracy 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
An added bonus is that it has highlighted some unexpected and not immediately obvious predictions.For instance, this is where the first prediction is that it’s not a flysheet but the second prediction is that it is.This has helped us to refine the model and its thresholds, give it examples to learn from and improve its accuracy.
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Flexible and understanding 

• One of many tools we use as part 
of an adaptable workflow 

• Manual intervention is still 
required but this is desirable 

• Building trust and confidence in 
machine learning 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So in conclusion, we wanted to highlight how this is one of many tools we use as part of our adaptable workflow and we now use it on a regular basis.Manual intervention is still required but this is actually desirable not only because of the subjective nature of items in our collection but also because, quite importantly, this semi-automatic process is great for building trust and confidence in machine learning – which is not something that most curatorial colleagues are necessarily familiar with.



Catherine.Cronin@bl.uk 
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